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Letter of Reference for Hannah Stonjeck 

Throughout her Professional Semester III Internship, Hannah Stonjeck has proficiently 
demonstrated the competencies inherent in the Teaching Quality Standard as they pertain to beginning 
teachers. I am very confident that Hannah will grow into being a highly competent professional teacher. 

Beginning teachers need to know the programs of study that they teach. Hannah was challenged 
to quickly become part of the grade seven team. Being part of the team led to Hannah being fully 
committed to the development of her own lessons but to also contribute to the team.  
Hannah blended her knowledge of the school with that of the science programs of study along with a 
good understanding of each of the students in her class to create a meaningful learning environment. 
Hannah was able to demonstrate that she believes that “all students can learn.”  

From my reading of her plans and through direct observation in her classes it was evident to me 
that Hannah was attending to various learning styles and provided a reasonable array of differentiated 
learning opportunities. During each observation, I saw evidence of this blend when students were 
presented with the opportunity to participate in a variety of learning activities centered on individual 
mastery of learning. 

As Hannah entered the Professional Semester III Internship she was challenged to write subject 
specific long-range plan. These plans were to cover all of the objectives she was expected to teach during 
her semester in Wilson Middle School. The long-range plans met the expectations of the school and that 
which is required by the University of Lethbridge. In addition, Hannah took those same objectives along 
with items pertinent to her students and developed unit plans and in turn daily lesson plans. Included in 
each unit and daily plan were the appropriate connections to the programs of study, processes to be 
followed, the means to assess student learning, a listing of items like resources to be used, as well as the 
ways in which student individual needs were to be met.  

As much as planning is a clear indicator of success in teaching so too are the skills and attributes 
associated with forming healthy and productive relationships with the students. Hannah attended to this 
competency by putting in place a solid plan for forming healthy relationships.  Hannah used her outgoing 
personality to her full advantage when forming relationships with students. She approached life at Wilson 
with a determination to be open and transparent with the students and to let them get to know her as a real 
person. Each time I was able to watch her in action she demonstrated a keen sense of student ability that 
only comes from getting to know her students well.  

From the evidence gathered related to her planning, relationship building, use of instructional 
strategies, student assessment practices, and commitment to the goals and priorities of the school I have 
every confidence in her abilities as a beginning teacher and firmly believe that she will make an excellent 
professional teacher.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
Dr. Carmen Mombourquette 
Carmen.mombourquette@uleth.ca 
403 892 5370 


